The influence of life history attributes and fishing pressure on the efficacy of marine reserves
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Abstract

Two key questions regarding “no-take” marine reserves are: (1) how effective are reserves likely to be, and (2) how does effectiveness vary with life history attributes and the relative size of reserves. To investigate these questions, we use a simple Ricker model that includes fishing, larval dispersal, and larval loss while in a planktonic pool, and that tracks protected and unprotected populations. We applied two different measures of reserve effectiveness to our simulation results. One metric was intended to reflect goals oriented towards conservation and the second was intended to reflect fishery enhancement goals. Both metrics compare the situation before reserves are established to after the reserve has been in place and a new equilibrium was reached. Yield effectiveness is defined as the total equilibrium annual harvest after reserves are established divided by the total annual harvest before reserves are established. Conservation effectiveness is defined as the average adult density inside the reserve divided by the average density in the same area prior to reserve establishment. A substantial fraction of the 5120 simulated parameter combinations representing different harvest rates and life history attributes went extinct in the absence of a reserve, and these scenarios leading to extinction could be predicted accurately (85% aptly classified) simply on the basis of exploitation rate and population growth rate. Of the cases that did not go extinct, we compared the performance of reserves as measured by each effectiveness metric. Few of the cases (less than 8%) produced effective reserves as measured in terms of increased harvest; whereas over half of the cases resulted in effective reserves as measured by conservation effectiveness. Moreover, the two measures of reserve effectiveness were only weakly correlated. Simple linear regression or polynomial regression could explain at most 23% of the variation in reserve effectiveness as measured by either metric. As expected, the size of the reserve area had a marked and typically negative effect on total annual yield, which suggests that while marine protected areas may do a good job of conserving protected populations, there will generally be pressure from the fishing community to keep them small because of their tendency to reduce total catch. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biologists and conservationists are increasingly calling for the establishment of “no-take” zones in the marine environment so that populations of over-exploited marine species might recover (e.g. Myers and Mertz, 1997; Lauck et al., 1998). One interesting facet of pleas for marine reserves is that these reserves are typically quite small in area, and represent only a small portion of the total range of species (Allison et al., 1998). Thus, unlike standard fisheries regulations, which apply to entire stocks, the marine reserve approach is more similar in spirit to terrestrial nature reserves. In addition, although there has been an increase in the number of marine reserves designated to conserve marine species, there has not been a concomitant increase in our understanding of marine reserve theory. In many cases, resource managers and stakeholders expect to see major benefits in the short term after the establishment of a marine protected area (e.g. a 5-year timeframe was proposed to determine efficacy of no-take zones in the Channel Islands Marine Sanctuary). Thus, a key question
regarding “no-take” marine reserves concerns the extent to which particular biological and harvest regimes combine to determine when the benefits of a reserve will be noticeable.

Existing single cohort models of marine reserves generally conclude that there is at least some potential for marine species to benefit from no-take zones (e.g. Polachek, 1990; DeMartini, 1993). The degree of effectiveness is dependent upon the level of fishing pressure (Gerber et al., 2001). In general, the benefits of reserves for stock recovery are greatest for overexploited stocks and are sensitive to how density-dependence impacts the population.

The question of impact of unfished areas on the yield to a fishery was first introduced by Beverton and Holt in their classic volume on fisheries management (Beverton and Holt, 1957, see also Guenette et al., 1998). Beverton and Holt (1957) approached the question of marine reserves by assuming that the original fishing effort would remain constant and be concentrated outside reserves (i.e. fishing mortality rate is multiplied by the ratio of fished areas to unfished areas). With this assumption, yield per recruit increased with increasing reserve area when reserve area was low, but decreased when reserved area was high, generating an optimal reserve fraction. Based on Beverton and Holt’s model, Polachek (1990) used a two-component spatial model with movement between areas to consider the fate of a single cohort when only a portion of the population is vulnerable to fishing. Polachek (1990) found that reserves had a low potential for increasing yield per recruit beyond what was possible by controlling effort, but that higher eggs per recruit was possible, especially at lower movement rates. As movement rates increased, larger areas were needed for reserves to achieve gains. DeMartini (1993) used Polachek’s (1990) model to assess the impact of reserves on three reef fish types with different life histories. DeMartini (1993) found that: (1) for the species with high movement rates, potential gains were negated by movement out of the reserve and subsequent capture; (2) for the species with low movement rates, gains were low because individuals rarely moved out of the reserves to be captured; and (3) that therefore gains were greatest for the species with moderate movement rates.

Other models explicitly include reproduction in their assessment of the effect of marine reserves on single populations. These models all lead to the general result that if fishing effort is high enough to cause recruitment overfishing in the absence of reserves, reserves can help prevent overfishing and promote a sustainable level of catch (e.g. Sladek Nowlis and Roberts, 1999). Quinn et al. (1993) used a stage-structured model with density-dependent fecundity and limited fertilization success of the broadcast spawner at low densities and a refuge for juveniles beneath the spine canopy of adults to represent the dynamics of red sea urchins distributed along the northern California coast. As fishing effort increased, in cases with no reserves or with reserves spaced too far apart, populations declined to zero abundance. This work suggests that reserves are most beneficial where local extinction due to fishing was high, and when configured as multiple reserves, spaced more closely than the average larval dispersal distance.

In this paper we explore a simple model that focuses on the degree to which life history attributes and level of fishing pressure combine to determine the value of marine reserves of variable size. One innovation of our analysis is to quantify reserve effectiveness using two different measures: how well populations build up inside the reserve as a result of removing harvest (conservation effectiveness, or CE), and the extent to which this build-up of fish populations inside a reserve spills over to sustain an increased harvest (yield effectiveness, or YE). In addition we identify the life history attributes in combination with levels of fishing pressure that determine whether populations go extinct. Our analyses focus on a single species, and a simple “single reserve” system. This simplification allows us to include a large mix of life history variants (different rates of population growth, migration rates, larval losses, and values for carrying capacity). Although structurally similar models have been applied to other marine reserve questions, none have sought to identify the combinations of life history attributes and no-take zones that at least minimally produce some measurable conservation or harvest benefit. In contrast, most existing marine reserve theory aims at identifying so-called “optimal reserve design”. While this may be intellectually satisfying, we believe it will be impossible to identify a general optimal reserve configuration due to current uncertainty in both biological parameters and selection of appropriate models. As an alternative perspective, we imagine a rather “hit and miss” approach, in which reserves of varying sizes will be examined for a wide variety of fish life histories and harvest regimes. Given this ad hoc approach, we ask, what patterns of reserve effectiveness are we likely to observe? We define “effectiveness” in ways that relate to what might be monitored following reserve establishment, with the idea that public support for marine reserves will be strengthened if one can measure increases in density and yield.

2. Methods

2.1. Model description and parameter selection

We used a simple model with adult density-dependence, fishing, larval dispersal into a common pool, larval loss from this common planktonic pool, and spatial structure. By spatial structure we mean that the total area is
divided into two regions, a reserve acting as a “no take zone” and an unprotected region where the population is fished. Using this model, the chronology of events in the model is as follows. A fraction $f$ of adults is fished in the unprotected area. The fraction surviving competes and reproduces. The resulting number of larvae produced at year $t$ at both the reserve $L_t(R)$ and unprotected area $L_t(U)$ is given by the Ricker dynamics,

\[
L_t(R) \approx 1/4 N_t R e^{\alpha_t - \frac{m_t S_R}{e}} \quad \delta 1a^{b} \\
L_t(U) \approx 1/4 \delta t - f_t N_t U \beta e^{\alpha_t - \frac{m_t S_U}{e}} \quad \delta 1b^{b}
\]

Here, $\alpha$ is the intrinsic growth rate for the population (such that $e^{\alpha_t}$ gives the annual rate of increase when there is no density effect), $r$ is the fraction of the area set up as the reserve, and $K$ is the carrying capacity of the total area (reserve plus unprotected). Next, a fraction $m$ of the larvae produced in both reserve and unprotected areas migrates into a common pool, while the remaining fraction remain in their birthplace. Larvae in the dispersing pool are mixed in the plankton with a fraction $S$ of this planktonic pool being lost, while the remainder ($1-S$) recruit back to both the protected and unprotected areas at the beginning of next generation. The fraction of the common pool recruiting back to each zone depends on the zone’s relative area. The number of next-generation adults in the reserve, $N_{t+1}(R)$, and the unprotected area, $N_{t+1}(U)$, can be written as:

\[
N_{t+1}(R) \approx 1/4 \delta t - m_t L_t R \beta + m_t S_t - S_t^{a} \\
N_{t+1}(U) \approx 1/4 \delta t - m_t L_t U \beta + m_t S_t - S_t^{b}
\]

Our model is a discrete time model of a population with non-overlapping generations. This model applies explicitly to non-overlapping generations, or phenologically to any population whose dynamics can be approximated as a discrete recursion (Levin and Goodyear, 1980; Ludwig and Walters, 1985; Ludwig, 1998). The approximation for overlapping generations and age-structured populations is best if at a stable age distribution. For example, Levin and Goodyear (1980) show that a simple Ricker model approximates a simple age-structured model for striped bass. These examples are based on the premise that the intrinsic rate of increase is simply the maximum observed annual increment in populations. Simple Ricker-type models are also very common in the literature because they are simple to work with yet generally capture the most important features of fish population dynamics (Levin and Goodyear, 1980; Ludwig and Walters, 1985; Ludwig, 1998; Mangel, 1998). Second, such models can describe more complicated situations because they are quite general, and can easily be extended to a situation with overlapping generations. In particular, assuming stable age-structure, the net reproductive rate $R$, the basic reproductive rate $R_0$ (a parameter easily estimated from a cohort life table), and the generation time $T$, are related by the relationship $\alpha = \ln R = \ln R_0 / T$, where $\alpha$ is the intrinsic rate of annual increase (Begon et al. 1990, pp. 148–151). If generations are discrete, $T=1$ and $R=R_0$. If $R_0 \gg 1$, and/or there is little variation in generation time, a good approximation to $\alpha$ is $\ln R_0 / T$, being the cohort generation time, which can again be obtained from a cohort life table (May, 1976). Thus, we believe that the model is general enough to approximate a large number of marine, commercially exploited species.

One of the most daunting challenges facing studies of marine reserves is understanding the influence of dispersal into and out of the reserve. The prominence of marine life histories with larvae that develop in the plankton means that dispersal of juveniles will be a key component of the connectivity between marine populations. Based on the life history for marine species considered, our model assumes that the primary mechanism of movement is larval dispersal. This is a common assumption in marine models (e.g. Mann et al., 1995; Holland and Brazee, 1996; Slade-Knowlis and Roberts, 1999; Lindholm et al., 1998).

In this paper we explore the models described by Eqs. (1a, b) and (2a, b) for 5120 parameter combinations (Table 1). Our analyses were restricted to parameter values within the stable domain, so that results would be independent of initial conditions. We simulated the dynamics of our model without any reserve until densities converged to their steady state. Next we simulated the establishment of the reserve and allow for convergence again. We focused on the change in equilibrium densities and harvest following the establishment of a reserve, as well as the number of generations required to attain an equilibrium. In this paper we consider a population extinct when its density is less than one individual.

In our model, conservation effectiveness (CE) is defined as the ratio of equilibrium population density within the reserve relative to the density in the same area prior to establishment of the no-take zone. Yield effectiveness (YE) is the ratio of equilibrium annual number of fish caught outside of the reserve relative to the annual total catch over the entire space prior to any no-take restrictions. We recognize that multiple definitions of reserve effectiveness could be considered, but have chosen our two measures to capture the two most prominent goals in marine reserve theory: conservation or sustainable harvest (Gerber et al., 1999).
Table 1
Parameter values and combinations used in simulation model [Eqs. (1a, b) and (2a, b)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values considered</th>
<th>Cumulative number of parameter combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Growth Rate ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing pressure ($f$)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.35, 0.6, 0.85</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Rate ($m$)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.35, 0.6, 0.85</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Capacity ($K$)</td>
<td>250, 500, 750, 1000</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larval Loss ($S$)</td>
<td>0.2, 0.9</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Area ($r$)</td>
<td>0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95</td>
<td>5120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Analysis of model output

We measured efficacy in both reserved and unprotected areas for CE, and found a strong correlation between these two metrics ($r^2=0.98$). Thus, with the goal of parsimony, we focus on efficacy in the protected area. In addition, YE includes fish caught over the entire area, and thus describes effects on populations outside of the protected area. Because the equilibrium values for CE and YE are not attainable analytically (the equations involve transcendental functions of the variables in an essentially non-algebraic way), we could not analyze the model directly. Thus we adopt a simulation approach for our analysis, which comprises four ingredients. First, we ask what suites of model parameter combinations lead to the populations going extinct, and identify the one or two model parameters that govern whether or not a population goes extinct. Second, for some situations, it is possible for the creation of a reserve to have no positive effect on the target populations (either in terms of CE or YE). We use a multivariate analysis to understand when this is the case, and examine this result in light of the population dynamics implied by the model represented by Eqs. (1a, b) and (2a, b). Finally, we use multiple linear and polynomial regressions to examine how well model parameters can explain variation in conservation and yield effectiveness.

3. Results

Before focusing on our analyses, let us first consider how fast the populations converge to a new steady state after reserve establishment. This is a non-trivial question since managers might be concerned not only with the long-term effectiveness of the reserve, but also with the time horizon necessary to achieve such benefits. We calculated convergence times for each parameter combination that did not lead to extinction. Convergence time was defined as the number of time-steps elapsed before the difference between the density at that particular time-step and the long-term density was less than one individual. Fig. 1, which displays the cumulative frequency of time to convergence after reserve establishment, shows that in 19% of the cases, convergence occurred in a single generation. Furthermore, 74% of the simulations converge within a time horizon of less or equal to 10 time-steps. The few cases that took longer to converge involved parameters that tended to show dampening population cycles before settling into an equilibrium (i.e. high $\alpha$). This rapid convergence is pertinent to interpreting the results described below.

3.1. What factors best predict the extinction of target populations?

We used discriminant function analysis to identify multivariate parameter combinations that best predicted cases leading to extinction. Recall that we simulated the dynamics of our model without any reserve (fishing takes place in both R and U) until densities converge to their steady state and then simulate the establishment of the reserve and allow for convergence again. The parameter combinations displayed in Table 1 represent 5120 unique simulations, of which 2712 persisted and 2408 went extinct in the absence of a reserve. The groupings for our discriminant function analysis were “extinct” versus “not extinct”, with the model parameters ($\alpha$, $f$, $m$, $K$, $S$) as potential classifying variables.
We performed a stepwise discriminant function analysis in which we examined the ability of any single parameter, or combination of two parameters to classify cases as “extinct” or “not extinct”. With harvest alone, we could classify 75% of the cases correctly, and with harvest and population growth as a pair we could classify 84% correctly (Tables 2 and 3, Fig. 2). Thus, harvest and population growth had the strongest influence on whether or not a harvested population went extinct.

3.2. What factors best predict whether establishing a reserve will have any positive effect?

In several simulations the establishment of a reserve did not enhance the target population. We used stepwise discriminant function analysis to identify cases for which reserve effectiveness indices were less than one. Using only harvest rate and population growth, 85% of cases considered were correctly classified with regard to conservation effectiveness being positive (CE > 1) versus ineffective (CE < 1, Tables 4 and 5). For YE, by using harvest rate alone it is possible to predict with 76% accuracy which simulations yield no measurable harvest benefit (Tables 4 and 5, Fig. 3). None of the other pairwise parameter combinations improve the classification beyond the classification achieved by harvest alone.

Thus, harvest rate is the most important parameter for predicting effectiveness in terms of YE and CE, with higher harvest rates implying a great chance than reserves will be effective by in terms of either conservation or yield metrics. As expected, the second most important discriminating variable differs between CE and YE. For CE the key to conservation effectiveness is population growth rate; for YE, life history parameters have a negligible influence on reserve efficacy as compared to harvest.

3.3. How correlated are yield effectiveness and conservation effectiveness?

In few cases did reserves result in an increased yield (7.5% of cases) compared to increased density for 56% of cases. Although there was a positive correlation between YE and CE (r²=0.463, P<0.0001, Fig. 4a), that correlation was driven almost entirely by the few cases (204) where both CE and YE were greater than one. If one looks only at the vast majority of parameter combinations (92.5%) that did not lead to extinction and did not increase yield, this correlation declined substantially (r²=0.0001, P=0.4, Fig. 4b). In other words, although it is impossible to achieve an increased level of harvest without also increasing density inside the reserve, it is possible to find many scenarios with elevated density inside the reserve areas (CE), and no concomitant or proportional increase in harvest (YE).

3.4. When reserves are established, what system attributes correlate best with their effectiveness?

Reserve effectiveness is likely to vary with exploitation rate, life history (reproductive rate, migration rate, larval mortality, carrying capacity), and reserve area. Here our question is, “amidst the total mix of model parameters, how does reserve area impact CE and YE?” In our previous discriminant function analysis, our response variable was binary (effective or not effective); here our response variable is continuous. In particular, we used multiple linear and polynomial regressions to examine the relationship.

![Fig. 2. Distribution of extinctions for combinations of growth rate and harvest rate, where categories represent the two outcomes: extinct versus not extinct.](image-url)
between life history attributes and harvest regimes on CE and YE. For the polynomial regression we included quadratic terms for migration rate and reserve area because previous models have suggested a nonlinear impact of these variables on reserve effectiveness (e.g. Polachek, 1990; DeMartini, 1993). We did not include quadratic terms for all of the other variables, because our question was not whether one could write a statistical model to describe variation in CE and YE, but whether relatively a simple model would describe the observed variation. Our rule of thumb for adding new terms to the model was >1% increase in variation explained as a result of that term. The results, summarized in Table 6, indicate that simple relationships between either YE or CE and model parameters do not exist. No model with less than five variables account for even one quarter of the variation in CE or YE, even when nonlinear functions involving the size of the protected area or migration rate were incorporated. Nonetheless, the regression analysis does provide a few clear messages. First, harvest intensity was positively related to CE, so harvest reduction will elevate population density in the protected area. Second, reserve size was negatively related to YE and the effect of reserve area was nonlinear (there was a tendency for total yield to decline as more area is protected; Table 4).

4. Discussion

Using a simple simulation model, we examined reserve effectiveness as a function of life history variation, fishing pressure, and reserve area for two different
measures of reserve efficacy. Our results demonstrate that marine reserves (1) can be effective at both preventing extinction and increasing density, and (2) rarely result in an increased level of total fishery yield. It is important to appreciate that for the vast majority (over 90%) of life history and harvest regime contributions, the addition of a no-take zone did not enhance total number of fish caught. Importantly, like most other models of marine protected areas to date, our model was deterministic (Gerber et al., 2001). We anticipate that the greatest “harvest benefits” for no-take zones will emerge only after including a highly variable environment. Risk of over-exploitation may be misrepresented with deterministic models because of not adequately factoring in that variability, as well as poor estimates of fish abundances and demographic parameters. However, even though our model is unrealistic because it is not stochastic, it provides a cautionary tale. Our work departs from many previous studies using marine reserve models in that it seeks to describe how reserve effectiveness varies across a wide range of parameter values and reserve areas, while most other theory seeks to identify some “optimum solution” to the question of reserve design. In practice rarely do we have the luxury of information required for the establishment of an optimal reserve. Thus while optimal reserves are possible in theory, a more practical question might be, given a particular reserve area, how likely are we to see a noticeable improvement in the system following the establishment of a marine reserve? The answer is that reserve effectiveness measured by an enhanced fish density inside the reserve will be most apparent when population growth rate is low and fishing pressure is high (Tables 4 and 6), or when over-exploitation is greatest. This is an expected result and agrees with results from previous marine reserve models (e.g. Polacheck, 1990; DeMartini, 1993; Quinn et al., 1993; Sladek Nowlis and Roberts, 1999).  

For the marine reserve establishment process, we note that the greatest “harvest benefits” for no-take zones will emerge only after including a highly variable environment, as we can see a noticeable improvement in the system following the establishment of a marine reserve. The answer is that reserve effectiveness measured by an enhanced fish density inside the reserve will be most apparent when population growth rate is low and fishing pressure is high (Tables 4 and 6), or when over-exploitation is greatest. This is an expected result and agrees with results from previous marine reserve models (e.g. Polacheck, 1990; DeMartini, 1993; Quinn et al., 1993; Sladek Nowlis and Roberts, 1999).  

Our results reinforce the idea that fishing pressure plays a dominant role in dictating the effectiveness of marine reserves—both as measured by the conservation of populations inside the reserve, and the possible increase in total yield. Clearly aspects of life history can modify this effect. As a practical message, we suggest that fishery management would be best served by obtaining improved estimates of total populations size and fraction of population harvested, as opposed to building more elaborate models that embrace a great diversity of life history types. The one exception to this is migration rate, which does help discriminate among cases in which a reserve enhances total yield (YE > 1) versus does not improve YE (Table 5).
Simple models rarely represent reality faithfully enough to become management tools. But they can serve as steps along the way to building more realistic models that are more directly applicable—especially when they give guidance on what are the most important parameters or patterns on which to focus. Population growth rate and fishing pressure dominate as explanatory factors underlying the effectiveness of reserves following establishment. This suggests that as we move to multispecies models in more complicated spatial networks, we may be able to keep our representation of life history variation simple and focus on fishing pressure and population growth rate as the critical factors to be represented in these models.
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